Country outlook
Malaysia

Closing date of this issue: January 2020

Form of Government: Federal constitutional monarchy

Malaysia

Capital: Kuala Lumpur
Official language: Malay
Population: 32 million inhabitants (2019)
Currency: Ringgit (MYR)
Exchange rate: 1 EUR = 4.59 MYR (31/12/2019)
1 USD = 4.09 MYR (31/12/2019)
GDP: $365 billion (0.7% of world GDP)
GDP per capita: $11,137 ($32,880 purchasing power parity)
Ease of doing business: 12 in the world out of 190
according to the World Bank (Doing Business)
Religion: Muslim: 60.4%. Buddhist: 19.2%

Country Outlook is a publication that is produced jointly by CaixaBank Research and BPI Research (UEEF) and it contains information and opinions from sources that we consider to be reliable. This
document is for information purposes only, so CaixaBank and BPI are not liable in any way for any use that may be made of it. The opinions and estimates are provided by CaixaBank Research and BPI and
may be changed without prior notice.
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• In the coming years, growth will go from being
above 4.5% to falling to just over 4%. The
20 hamper growth will be a
main factor that will
slowdown in exports of electronic products
15
(the main good it exports, and its two biggest
markets are China 10and the US), affected by
protectionist tensions and weakening global
5
demand. However, vigorous
private consumption
will bolster domestic demand
and offset most of
0
the slowdown in electronics exports.
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• In 2020 and 2021, inflation will rise but continue
to remain below the historical average. The
4
reasons for this rise are the impact
of the new
consumption tax and the removal
of the
3
ceilings on fuel prices. However, the
stabilisation of oil prices and2 the measures
planned to contain the rise in food prices will
1
keep inflation at moderate levels.
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• The Malaysian economy will continue to have
a comfortable current account surplus for the
next few years, though it will decline due to
8
the slowdown in exports
of electronic
products. In a context
characterised
by a
6
gradual economic slowdown and lack of
inflationary pressures, 4it is expected in 2020
that the central bank will adopt a slight
accommodative shift 2 that contemplates
lower interest rates.
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• The fiscal consolidation process, which aims
to reduce the public deficit to 2.0% of GDP in
the medium-term, will be postponed, since
the budget for 2020 is expansionary and
allows a deficit of 3.2% of GDP with the goal
of supporting growth. In particular, tax
incentives will be introduced for companies
that relocate their production centres to
Malaysia and for the vital electronic goods
sector. Increasing fiscal revenue is key to
reducing public corporations’ dependence
on oil and gas revenues and expanding the
government’s fiscal space (total fiscal revenue
currently represents just 13% of GDP).

Malaysia

Financial
conditions
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•
The Malaysian banking system enjoys good • 
The Malaysian economy’s dependence on
oversight and its NPL ratio is just 1.6%. Private
external financial conditions is worrying. The
lending is relatively high, but given the strength 125 biggest risk is that external shocks may cause
and capitalisation level of the banking system,
investor sentiment towards Malaysia to change,
the risks for the sector are manageable. 120 which could lead to a rise in financial instability.
However, Malaysia shows considerable
In particular, Malaysia’s external debt is
household debt (83% of GDP). More than half 115 somewhat below 60% of GDP (a figure that is
80
of this debt is related to exposure to the real 110 too close to the recommended
thresholds for
estate market, but this is tempered by the fact
emerging economies), two-thirds of which is
that household financial assets (except 105 denominated in foreign 60
currency. However,
households with fewer resources) are high
Malaysia has an ample buffer
and a central
40
(180% of total GDP). The authorities have
bank with enough instruments to handle the
taken some measures to limit the growth of
situation if the volatility 20increases within a
mortgage credit risk.
reasonable range.
0

Political
situation

Long-term
outlook

• The government of Mahathir Mohamad (who • Mahathir is forging closer relationships with
already ruled between 1981 and 2003) enjoys
Japan and South Korea to curb China’s
a comfortable parliamentary majority. The
influence in the region. Moreover, it looks as
government is focusing its efforts on fighting
though he will take a constructive and
corruption, supporting workers in rural areas
pragmatic attitude towards Singapore,
and maintaining affirmative action policies
preventing past tensions between the two
that benefit the citizens of the Malay ethnic
countries from intensifying.
group. Mohamad, who is 94 years old, could
give up his position to his ally Anwar
Ibrahim before the end of the term.
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• Malaysia’s long-term economic growth will be • The 11th Malaysia Plan (2016-2020) aimed to
driven by increased trade ties with China, its
bring Malaysia into the group of richest
main trading partner. The weight of the
countries in 2020. With the Plan nearing
Malaysian population with Chinese roots (23%
completion, the goal is practically out of reach,
of the total) puts Malaysia in a prime position
and though progress has been made, it has
for increasing trade flows with China,
ultimately been insufficient. It will therefore
compared to other Asian countries. However,
be difficult to reach targets like a rate of
in order to ensure lasting growth, Malaysia
female participation in the labour market
must diversity its export base (currently
of 59% (51% in 2018) and for the percentage of
monopolised by electronic goods) and
highly skilled workers to reach 35% of the
promote the creation of highly skilled jobs.
total (28% in 2018) by 2020.
The arrival of 5G could give new impetus to
exports of electronic goods.
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the cost of insuring the default of the sovereign bond.

Indicates that the country has “investment grade”. 		
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Outlook

SHORT-TERM

LONG-TERM

• Further slowdown in China
• Increased risk perception
in emerging markets
• Increased protectionism		
• Price of commodities
lower than forecast

-

+
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• Lack of skilled workers
• Maintenance of
the production model
• Inequality
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Business
environment

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

• Financial system.
• Open economy.
• Manufacturing firms.
• Institutions.
• Infrastructure.			

• Labour market.
• Public deficit.
• Low productivity.
• Technological backwardness.			
		

Main sectors

EXPORTS
• Manufacturing firms: consumer electronics
and intermediate goods.

IMPORTS
• Commodities: rubber, palm oil and tin.		
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Malaysia

Taxation

Due to the British influence, a consequence of
it being a former colony, Malaysia’s taxation
system resembles that of industrialised and
developed countries, characterised by low
taxes to boost investment. Personal income
tax varies from a minimum of 0% to a
maximum of 26% for residents while for nonresidents there is a fixed rate of 26%. Corporate

tax has gradually fallen and is now at 25%.
Small and medium-sized firms benefit from
tax rebates and lower rates.
With regard to indirect taxes on consumption
(sales tax), the country has a general rate of
10% which normally varies between 5% and
10% according to the product, reaching 20%
for special products such as alcoholic beverages.

Investment

In Malaysia, foreign direct investment for 2017
was 9.543 billion dollars. A 15% moderation in
2016. The government authorities want to
make Malaysia a port of entry for the ASEAN
market; the country therefore offers various
incentives to foreign firms, with tax rebates
associated with investment. Malaysia is the
fifth largest receiver of FDI flows in eastern
and south-eastern Asia. It is also among the 15

most favoured countries by multinationals in
the period 2015-2017. The main sectors are
manufacturing, mining and oil, finance and
insurance, and information and communication
technologies. Those countries with the
greatest share of investment were Japan,
Singapore, Netherlands, Hong Kong, British
Virgin Islands and Switzerland.

Establishment

LOCAL COMPANY
The most widespread form of business is a
limited liability company, which has two
types in Malaysia: Private Berhad and Public
Berhad, being private or public depending
on the availability of shares for the public.
When the company is private, the maximum
BRANCH
This kind of entity is not a very common
practice in Malaysia and is actually only
applicable in very specific cases. To set up a
branch (in the specific cases when it is allowed),

Alliances
strategic

number of shareholders is 50; when it is
public, there is no limit.
Another less common formula is a general
company with a maximum of 20 shareholders
who share liability.

the parent company must be responsible for
all
the
branch’s
obligations,
greatly
complicating its management, even more so
when it is a joint stock or limited company.

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
A representative office focuses exclusively on
handling the interests of the company or its
subsidiaries and it is not authorised to do
business or carry out transactions that result in
any income. Representative offices are

subsidiaries of foreign companies that wish to
carry out promotional activities, coordinate
agents or provide after-sales assistance in
Malaysia or several countries in the region.

FREE TRADE ZONE
The Free Trade Zone Act of 1990 authorised the
Tax Minister to freely designate any area
suitable for such a function, either as a free
industrial zone (FIZ), where production and
assembly are carried out, or a free commercial
zone (FCZ), generally used to store commercial

goods. There are currently 13 FIZ and 12 FCZ in
Malaysia. Companies operating in these zones
require approval or a licence for their activity.
The necessary time to secure a licence ranges
from 2 to 8 weeks.

JOINT VENTURE
Entering the Malaysian market via a
partnership with a local agent is an important
decision and therefore tends to be used during
the consolidation stage between both parties.
All joint ventures must be registered with the
Companies Commission of Malaysia under the

Registration of Businesses Act 1956. Partners are
responsible both jointly and separately for the
company’s debts and obligations. This must
take the legal form of a company limited by
shares.

Malaysia

Customs
conditions

FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS
Malaysia has established free trade agreements
with the following countries: Japan, Pakistan,
New Zealand, India, Chile and Australia. At a
regional level, Malaysia and its partners in the
ASEAN have established a Free Trade Area. This
FREE TRADE ZONE
Commodities, products and equipment can be
imported duty free in these zones with minimal
customs procedures. Companies exporting
more than 80% of their production and which
depend on imported goods, commodities and

organisation has also reached free trade
agreements with China, Japan, South Korea
and India, as well as Australia and New Zealand.
The Free Trade Treaty with the European Union
is currently being negotiated.
components can be located in these free trade
zones. Any products sold in Malaysia by
companies located in free trade zones must pay
import duties.

GENERALISED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES (GSP)
This country forms part of the Group I of
countries that can benefit from the Generalised
System of Preferences regarding the European

Union, providing privileged access to the
European market for products from developing
countries.

Negotiations
and protocol

BUSINESS CULTURE
Closing business deals in Malaysia is considered
to be straightforward, with flexible negotiations
aimed at mutual benefit and with constant
follow-up, helped by regular visits to local
partners. However, it should be remembered
that Malaysia has a population of over 29 million

inhabitants and this places a foreign commercial
representative in a variety of cultural dilemmas
as the country has many different cultures due
to its three predominant ethnic groups: Malays,
Chinese and Indians, with considerable influence
on how business is carried out.

Top fairs

• Archidex.
• MTT Expo.
• Electric, Power and Renewable Energy.

• Beauty Professional.
• Food and Hotel.
• Semicon Southeast Asia.

Websites
of interest

• Investing in Malaysia: www.mida.gov.my
• Malaysian customs: www.customs.gov.my
• Malaysian Chamber of Commerce: http://nccim.cmshosted.net/
• International Malaysian Chamber of Commerce: www.micci.com
• Malaysia Trade Office: Address: 20th fl oor Menara Boustead; 69, Jalan Raja Chulan - 50200,
KUALA LUMPUR P.O. Box 11856 -50760 KUALA LUMPUR. (+60 3) 21487300 Fax: +60 3 21415006
Email: kualalumpur@comercio.mineco.es

Payment
and charging
methods

MEANS OF COLLECTION
This country offers many different methods for
collecting payment, from the most secure and
safest means such as documentary credit to
documentary remittances, which can be at sight
(CAD-Cash against Documents) or term (DA-

CaixaBank
in the country

Delivery against Acceptance). Advance payment
transfers are also made, with guarantees for
advance payment and bank transfers, depending
on the risk the exporter is willing to take.

MEANS OF PAYMENT
A letter of credit is the means of payment that
offers the greatest reliability, as well as import

remittances and simple transfers, with less
reliability but greater profitability.

EXCHANGE RATE INSURANCE
Security and stability in the country are
favouring the continuation of a stable ringgit
against a backdrop of equilibrium. The most

commonly used currency in commercial
transactions is USD, for which it would be
advisable to have exchange rate insurance.

The nearest CaixaBank office is in Singapore. We may also assist you from our Central Services on
(+34) 934 048 269.
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